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In recent years, improved wireless technologies have enabled the low-cost deployment of large numbers of
sensors for a wide range of monitoring applications. Because of the computational resources (processing
capability, storage capacity, etc.) collocated with each sensor in a wireless network, it is often possible to
perform advanced data analysis tasks autonomously and in-network, eliminating the need for the post-
processing of sensor data. With new parallel algorithms being developed for in-network computation, it has
become necessary to create a framework in which all of a wireless network’s scarce resources (CPU time,
wireless bandwidth, storage capacity, battery power, etc.) can be best utilized in the midst of competing
computational requirements. In this study, a market-based method is developed to autonomously distribute
these scarce network resources across various computational tasks with competing objectives and/or resource
demands. This method is experimentally validated on a network of wireless sensing prototypes, where it
is shown to be capable of Pareto-optimally allocating scarce network resources. Then, it is applied to the
real-world problem of rupture detection in shipboard chilled water systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As data processing capabilities and techniques continue to rapidly improve across dis-
ciplines, the modern engineering community has become increasingly reliant on sensor
data to provide an accurate assessment of system behavior and performance. For exam-
ple, experimentally sensed data is vital to properly validating and calibrating analytical
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models, as well as detecting degradation and failure in engineered systems including
rotating machinery [Loutas et al. 2008], civil structures [Ni et al. 2008], hydrological
systems [Parajka and Bloschl 2008], and aerospace vehicles [Staszewski et al. 2009],
among others. Traditional methods of data collection in all of these applications involve
the use of tethered data acquisition systems. In these systems, coaxial cables are used
to provide a dedicated but expensive channel to communicate data from the sensor
to a centralized data repository. Due to the high cost of installing coaxial data cables
in large engineered systems, wireless sensors have been explored as a new interface
between sensor and data repository. The cost savings associated with using wireless
communication in a data acquisition system has led to the development of many wire-
less sensing platforms in both the academic and commercial sectors. Wireless sensing
units (WSUs), which can be manufactured for a few hundred dollars per node [Lynch
and Loh 2006], typically integrate a low-power microprocessor, an analog-to-digital
converter, and a wireless transceiver with the traditional sensing transducer.

In addition to the cost savings generated by the elimination of unnecessary cables,
wireless sensing networks (WSNs) have also shown great promise because of their
ability to process sensor data locally at each wireless node. Local data processing is
especially advantageous when confronted with the huge amounts of data commonly
associated with dense networks of sensors. As such, many different architectures have
been developed for embedded data processing using wireless sensors. Early on, re-
searchers focused primarily on serial implementations of engineering algorithms (such
as Fast Fourier Transforms [Lynch 2002], autoregressive model fitting [Lynch et al.
2004], wavelet transforms [Hashimoto et al. 2005], etc.). A critical benefit gained by
processing sensor data locally and transmitting only processed results is in the size
of data to be communicated. Hence, these embedded data processing methods can be
relatively power efficient when compared to the transfer of raw time history data to a
central location [Lynch et al. 2004]. However, there is little to no sharing of sensor data
between nodes in this sensor-centric approach, preventing these architectures from
autonomously determining system-wide properties.

More recently, the community has been investigating increasingly parallel methods of
processing data using WSNs. For example, tiered network architectures [Chintalapudi
et al. 2006], data aggregation and fusion techniques [Nagayama et al. 2006; Akkaya
et al. 2008], and query processing [Rosemark and Lee 2005] have all been adopted in an
attempt to improve network scalability and to allow for spatial in-network reasoning
through data sharing. These approaches have been shown to improve network flexibil-
ity and scalability, but tend to either underutilize the computational capabilities of the
majority of a network’s nodes or rely on a stark trade-off between data size and com-
putational accuracy. In response, researchers have begun to explore explicitly parallel
data processing environments for use within dense WSNs [Zimmerman et al. 2008].
By parallelizing computational tasks across a WSN, problems associated with power
efficiency, data loss, and finite communication ranges can be minimized while provid-
ing a framework for the autonomous, in-network processing of large tracts of spatially
distributed sensor data. Furthermore, by creating a data processing architecture that
views a wireless network as a parallel computer with an unknown and possibly chang-
ing number of processing nodes, complicated types of data analysis can be performed
while maintaining a scalable environment that is not only resistant to communication
and sensor failure, but that also becomes increasingly efficient at higher nodal densities
[Zimmerman and Lynch 2009].

Although the development of these parallel algorithms represents a significant step
towards the automation of complex data processing tasks within WSNs, one of the key
challenges yet to be overcome is that within the wireless environment many system
resources (such as battery power, data storage capacity, MPU time, wireless bandwidth,
etc.) required to perform complex computational tasks are available only in a limited
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manner. As such, especially in networks where multiple computational tasks may need
to be executed simultaneously, it is important to devise an autonomous, optimal method
of distributing and consuming these scarce system resources throughout the network.
Because of the ad-hoc nature of many wireless networks, any method used for resource
allocation must be able to achieve an optimal or near-optimal allocation even in the
midst of changes in the network (for example, changes in node availability).

While much of the past work in in-network computing has focused on distributing one
computational problem across the network, a more interesting problem arises when
multiple problems must be solved. Some practical deployments of wireless sensors
in the field require multiple heterogeneous computational tasks to be simultaneously
solved using data it collects. For example, one general class of problem is the updating of
computational models that describe the behavior of the sensed physical system. In this
class of problem, multiple models that describe different physical aspects of the system
must be simultaneously updated using recently collected sensor data. In this study, a
resource distribution framework based on free-market economics is developed and used
to autonomously allocate system resources for the simultaneous processing of multiple
computational tasks (namely, model updating) within a WSN. Free-market economies
can be thought of as large collections of autonomous market agents (participants) such
as producers (sellers) and consumers (buyers), where each agent is forced to compete
against other agents in a competitive marketplace with scarce resources. In such a
system, each market agent decides for itself which actions to take based on the utility
that a particular action generates. Utility, in this case, is defined as the degree to
which the benefits associated with a given action outweigh its opportunity cost. As
such, market-based techniques are a logical choice for applications within autonomous
sensor networks, where each sensor can act as an independent agent. These methods
provide increased efficiency, reliability, and flexibility relative to an a priori resource
assignment mechanism, where network resources are explicitly assigned to various
computational objectives before computation begins.

While the market-based concepts proposed herein can be merged with any number
of parallel data processing frameworks performing a wide range of data analyses, it is
decided to adopt the wireless parallel simulated annealing (WPSA) framework devel-
oped by Zimmerman and Lynch [2009] for solving combinatorial optimization problems
as a validation testbed. In order to provide the system with multiple computational
objectives, the classical n-Queens combinatorial optimization problem is chosen as a
simple optimization task that can be easily scaled to varying complexities and solved
using the WPSA framework. Then, in order to demonstrate the applicability of this
market-based technique in a real-world problem, it is used in the context of detecting
pipe rupture within a shipboard chilled water system.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief overview
of work related to market-based resource allocation in wireless sensor networks and
Section 3 provides background on both the n-Queens validation testbed and the WPSA
algorithm. Section 4 presents the proposed market-based resource allocation algorithm,
and Section 5 discusses the performance of the proposed algorithm when it is applied to
the n-Queens/WPSA experimental testbed. Section 6 demonstrates how this approach
can be used in a shipboard rupture detection system and provides performance data
from this application. Lastly, Section 7 summarizes and concludes the article.

2. RELATED WORK

The problem of optimally allocating scarce resources across a finite number of
competing entities has been studied for a very long time and from a wide variety of
viewpoints. Because of the direct correlation between resource allocation problems
that occur in applied science and engineering and those that occur naturally in the
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social and economic sciences, methodologies involving economic concepts (namely,
price and utility) have permeated this field since its inception.

Early on, it became obvious that while completely centralized approaches (where a
central entity makes allocation decisions based on complete information) were capable
of easily computing an optimal allocation of resources, a more decentralized approach
would provide greater scalability as well as reliability in very large systems. This
approach was first exemplified by the Arrow-Hurwicz algorithm [Arrow and Hurwicz
1960], in which a central entity announces a price for a resource in question and the
units of the system independently compute how much of the resource they need in
order to maximize their net return. The computed requests for resources are then
sent back to the central entity, and a new price is announced after calculating the
difference between total demand and total supply. This process continues until a price is
reached that creates a market equilibrium; resources are then distributed accordingly.
However, while this price adjustment methodology ensures that an optimal allocation
of resources is made, the communication overhead required to make a decision using
this technique is prohibitively greater than in the centralized case.

In order to overcome this disadvantage, researchers began to look at completely
decentralized (center-free) allocation algorithms [Ho et al. 1980]. In the center-free
methodology, resource demand information is shared amongst small groups of units,
and the resources available within those groups are constantly shifted toward the units
which place a greater value on the resources. As such, center-free algorithms yield a
constantly improving resource distribution without the need for a coordinating center.

This type of decentralized thinking blossomed in the fields of operational control
and mathematical economics, and similar microeconomic approaches were eventually
applied explicitly to the allocation of resources in distributed computer systems. For
example, the work done by Kurose and Simha [1989] focused on the development of
decentralized algorithms to be applied to the classical resource allocation problem of
file allocation. By drawing on the set of ideas, methods, and algorithms developed by Ho
et al. [1980], this work proved that simple and decentralized algorithms could provide
rapid convergence on optimal solutions to file allocation problems.

As time progressed, market and utility-based concepts filtered into many other ap-
plication spaces within the field of computer science. For example, pricing concepts and
utility functions were first applied to network design and performance evaluation over
a decade ago from an Internet-based perspective [Cocchi et al. 1993; Shenker 1995].
More recently, market-based approaches have become common for managing limited
resources such as power and bandwidth within wireless networks. For example, dis-
tributed allocation algorithms designed for use within wireless ad hoc networks have
been shown to near-optimally allocate resources by using pricing concepts and utility
functions in conjunction with techniques developed from linear programming [Curescu
and Nadjm-Tehrani 2005; Kao and Huang 2008].

In the past decade, as wireless sensors have begun to emerge as an increasingly
important new technology across engineering disciplines, the algorithms developed for
resource allocation in distributed computer networks have been quickly transitioned
for implementation in WSNs. For example, it has been shown that utility functions can
assist large-scale sensing networks in achieving global objectives in a decentralized
fashion using only local information [Byers and Nasser 2000]. In this approach, the
resource constraints present in WSNs motivate the need for flexible objective functions
which allow nodes to choose their role over time, with the goal of optimizing the total
utility derived over the lifetime of a network instead of optimizing present resource
allocations without regard to future costs.

Other work in this area has focused on the use of utility-based resource allocation
techniques to distribute network resources in the wake of multiple application-driven
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performance objectives. For example, Eswaran et al. [2008] developed a receiver-
centric, price-based decentralized algorithm for resource sharing in mission-oriented
WSNs. This algorithm is shown to ensure optimal and fair transmission rate allocation
amongst a set of multiple data-related objectives (“missions”). Similarly, Jin et al.
[2007] employed utility-based concepts to develop an application-oriented flow control
framework for heterogeneous WSNs. In this framework, wireless channel usage and
sensor node energy are allocated efficiently such that total application performance is
maximized.

The work presented in this study builds upon the price and utility-based resource
allocation methodologies mentioned above. However, it differs from previous work in
WSN resource management in two distinct ways. First, in order to account for a greater
emphasis on embedded data processing, this study broadens the previous utility func-
tion focus on optimal communication and data flow in order to include computational
speed and efficiency. Second, the resource allocation algorithm developed in this study
is implemented directly on a network of wireless sensor prototypes, allowing the per-
formance of the proposed algorithm to be evaluated directly on the sensing system it
was designed for instead of in a simulated environment.

3. APPLICATION SCENARIO

The work presented in this study is motivated by the desire to perform advanced
data processing tasks within networks of wireless sensors, optimally allocating scarce
resources so as to optimize the speed and reliability with which a set of computational
tasks can be completed within a WSN. While this market-based resource allocation
framework can be easily applied to many application-specific data processing algo-
rithms, a simple application scenario is adopted herein so that the elegance and
performance of the market-based framework can be better explained and illustrated.
In order to simulate a sensing environment where a WSN is asked to perform multiple
data processing tasks concurrently, a benchmark problem is needed that can be used
to easily represent a number of different computational tasks with varying resource
demands. For this purpose, the n-Queens problem is chosen as it is a well-known
benchmark for evaluating the performance (i.e., speed and efficiency) of combinatorial
optimization or search algorithms.

3.1. The n-Queens Problem

The objective of the n-Queens problem is to place n chess queens on an n×n chessboard
(where n ≥ 4) such that no queen can attack another queen following basic chess rules.
In other words, no queen can be placed on the same row, column, or diagonal as
another queen. An example of an optimal solution to an n-Queens problem can be seen
in Figure 1(b), where one of the many solutions to the 8-Queens problem is presented.

The n-Queens optimization problem proceeds by attempting to minimize an objective
function, E, which sums the number of conflicts between queens in a given chess board
configuration. In an analytical sense, if a queen is at a position indexed by (I, J), it is
in direct conflict with any queen at position (i, j) if i = I (same row), or j = J (same
column), or |i − I| = | j − J| > (same diagonal). So, if we let qI J represent each square
on a chess board, and if we set qI J equal to 1 if there is a queen at position (I, J) and 0
otherwise, we can create an appropriate objective function, E, as follows.

E =
n∑

I=1

n∑
J=1

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

n∑
k=J+1

qI JqIk +
n∑

k=I+1
qI JqkJ+

min(n−I,n−J)∑
k=1

qI Jq(I+k)(J+k) +
min(n−I,J−1)∑

k=1
qI Jq(I+k)(J−k)

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (1)
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Fig. 1. (a) Initial board configuration (sinitial) and (b) one optimal solution (sminimum) for the 8-Queens
problem.

with the first term summing column conflicts, the second term summing row conflicts,
the third term summing lower diagonal conflicts, and the fourth term summing upper
diagonal conflicts. Each combination of squares qij and qI J returns 1 if there is a queen
conflict and 0 if there is not, leading to a sum equal to the total number of conflicts.
To eliminate duplicate conflicts, each square on the chess board is evaluated only once
against all other squares.

For the implementation of the n-Queens problem in this study, we choose to start
with a board configuration such that a queen is placed on each diagonal square (i, j)
where i = j, as seen in Figure 1(a) for the 8-Queen problem. Clearly, in this initial state,
each queen is in conflict with all other queens. New search states can then be generated
by swapping the queens laying on two randomly selected rows, while retaining each
queen’s initial column. In this way, there is always one queen in each row and one
queen in each column. This search state generation method allows for significantly
faster convergence of the optimization problem, as the first two terms of the objective
function (Equation (1)) can be ignored.

The n-Queens problem is an ideal testbed for the market-based resource assignment
algorithm proposed in this study because it allows us to easily explore multiple com-
putational tasks of varying complexity by simply increasing the n-Queens problem
size (namely, by increasing n). Specifically, the WSN in this study will be asked to si-
multaneously solve four n-Queens tasks of varying complexity (25-Queens, 50-Queens,
75-Queens, and 100-Queens).

3.2. Wireless Parallel Simulated Annealing (WPSA)

There are many existing methods capable of finding or approximating solutions to
NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems like -n-Queens [Rohl 1983; Sosic and
Gu 1991; Homaifar et al. 1992]. Because an exact solution to these types of problems
may require a number of computational steps that grows faster than any finite power
of the size of the problem, it is often desirable to use methods that approximate an
optimal solution instead of spending the time and computational resources required
to find an absolute global optimum. In this study, the wireless parallel simulated an-
nealing (WPSA) algorithm developed by Zimmerman and Lynch [2009] is adopted as
a stochastic technique capable of generating approximate solutions to combinatorial
optimization problems using the embedded computational resources residing within an
ad-hoc WSN. WPSA is a parallel implementation of the traditional simulated annealing
(SA) search algorithm, modified explicitly for use within WSNs where overall commu-
nication is to be minimized in order to preserve communication bandwidth and power.
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3.2.1. The Simulated Annealing Search Algorithm. The SA methodology, originally proposed
by Kirkpatrick et al. [1983], is modeled after the annealing process of material physics,
where a solid substance is melted at a high temperature and then slowly cooled, even-
tually obtaining an optimal thermal energy state amongst a near-infinite number of
atomistic configurations. This annealing procedure can be viewed as a natural opti-
mization problem where the objective is to find an atomistic configuration that rep-
resents the absolute minimal energy state possible for a given material. In a similar
sense, simulated annealing solves optimization problems by representing each possible
configuration of optimization parameters as a distinct atomistic state, s. The SA pro-
cess attempts to find an assignment of values to these optimization parameters that
minimizes an objective function, E(s). In the case of the n-Queens optimization prob-
lem, each possible chessboard configuration is a distinct state, s, and is represented
by a vector of size n containing the column in which a chess queen is present for each
row 1 through n. The objective function, E(s), then represents the number of conflicts
between queens in a given chessboard configuration, s. In this study, E(s) is calculated
using Equation (1). Here, E(s) takes on integer values with the minimum value of E(s)
being 0 (representing no queen conflicts).

As applied to the n-Queens problem, the SA approach begins by adopting an initial
system state, sinitial, seen in Figure 1(a) for the 8-Queens problem. Then, a new board
configuration, snew, is generated by swapping the queens laying on two randomly se-
lected rows, while retaining each queen’s initial column. The objective function value
(number of queen conflicts) of this new state, E(snew), is then compared with the ob-
jective function value of the old state, E(snew), and the new state is probabilistically
accepted or rejected based on the Metropolis criterion [Metropolis et al. 1953]: accept
a new state, snew, if and only if

E(snew) ≤ E(sold) + T · |ln(U )|, (2)

where U is a uniformly distributed random variable between 0 and 1, and T is the sim-
ulated annealing temperature of the system. The addition of the T · |ln(U )| term allows
the system to periodically accept suboptimal states in hopes of avoiding premature
convergence on a local minima.

The SA cooling schedule used in this study assigns a high initial temperature, T0, at
the outset of the search, and then proceeds to evaluate a predefined number (NSA) of
newly generated board configurations based on the criteria presented in Equation (2).
After (NSA) states have been evaluated, the system temperature is lowered by a factor
of ρ, such that Ti+1 = ρ · Ti, and an additional (NSA) states are generated at the new,
lower temperature. This process continues until either a chessboard configuration is
found with zero queen conflicts (smin) or (NSA) consecutive states have been generated
which do not meet the criterion presented in Equation (2). A graphical illustration of
the SA approach to the n-Queens problem can be seen in Figure 2.

3.2.2. Parallelized Simulated Annealing for Use in WSNs. Because of the large number of ob-
jective function evaluations required when using SA-based optimization, many parallel
SA techniques have been developed that, when run on a large number of processors,
can drastically increase the speed with which a solution to an optimization problem
such as n-Queens can be reached [Greening 1990]. Unfortunately, most of these parallel
methods require a large amount of communication amongst processors (for example,
communication before and after each state selection). As such, these approaches are
impractical for use within dense networks of wireless sensors, where both communica-
tion bandwidth and portable power (namely, battery power) at each node are limited.
However, the WPSA method for parallel SA optimization within WSNs [Zimmerman
and Lynch 2009] was designed to account for this limitation on processor-to-processor
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Fig. 2. Flowchart for a simulated annealing approach to the n-Queens problem.

communication. The WPSA algorithm functions by decomposing the traditionally se-
rial SA search process (which is continuous across all temperature steps) into a set of
smaller searches, each of which corresponds to a given temperature step and begins
with the best search state yet visited. This concept is shown in Figure 3. Because each
smaller search problem can be completed by any available wireless sensor, this method
allows multiple temperature steps to be searched concurrently, leading to a significant
speedup in the overall optimization process.

In the implementation of WPSA used in this study, a user-initiated n-Queens opti-
mization task along with a user-defined initial temperature, T0, can be randomly as-
signed to any one sensing node available for computation. If additional sensing nodes
are available in the network, this first sensor, n0, can then assign a WPSA search
starting at the next temperature step, T1 = ρ · T0, to a second sensor, n1, passing along
information regarding the most optimal system state yet visited. This type of processor
inheritance can continue until no more sensing nodes are available.

As the WPSA search continues, information regarding newly found, increasingly
optimal states is passed downwards through the network. In this way, all sensors are
aware of search progress that has been made at higher temperature steps, maximizing
the effectiveness of the WPSA search at a given temperature step and maintaining
the continuity of the serial SA process. When a sensor detects a state, s, with a lower
E(s) value than that of any other known state, it will immediately propagate this
information downward to the sensor directly below it in the search tree (its child). If
the propagated state, s, has a lower objective function value than the most optimal
state the child has yet visited, sc, represents the minimal value of the objective function
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Fig. 3. (a) Traditional serial SA search progression run on one wireless sensor vs. (b) wireless parallel SA
search progression run on four wireless sensors.

that the child has found so far, the child will then restart its (NSA) search iterations
from the newly found minimum state and inform the sensor directly below it of this
newly discovered state. However, if a child receives a state, sp, from a parent, and the
child has already randomly generated a state, sc, that yields a lower objective function
value than sp, that child will merely restart its (NSA) iterations given its current search
state, sc, without passing any information on to its successor. In this way, it is assured
that each temperature step is thoroughly searched given the complete information
obtained at the preceding temperature step.

If a given sensor, ni, detects an optimal solution, (i.e., an objective function value
equal to zero), it will order the rest of the network to discontinue the WPSA search
and will alert the network end-user of the discovered results. However, if sensor ni
finishes its part of the WPSA search without having converged on a solution (i.e., new
states are still being accepted), it will alert its successor, sensor ni+1, that no solution
was found at temperature step Ti, and sensor ni will again make itself available to the
network for WPSA search at a lower temperature step. If it has no successor, sensor ni
will automatically begin computation at temperature step Ti+1.

The WPSA implementation naturally parallelizes the SA search process without
incurring hefty communication overhead. While it drastically reduces communication
between nodes, this reduction comes at the cost of computation. In other words, the
serial approach displayed in Figure 3(a) will search over a deterministic number of
states. If a total of Q temperature steps are searched, the number of examined states is
Q · NSA. This does not change for some pure parallel implementations of SA. However,
in the proposed WPSA, searches at a given annealing temperature can be restarted
when a parent node locates a state corresponding to a new, lower E(s) value, meaning
that the total number of states searched at a temperature step will be greater than
or equal to (NSA). Therefore, the total number of states selected will likely be greater
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than Q · NSA. Fortunately, performing more searches than Q · NSA will often result in
the identification of a more optimal state.

4. MARKET-BASED TASK ASSIGNMENT

With an application scenario in place, it is now possible to outline the decentralized
market-based approach used in this study to optimally distribute scarce WSN resources
across several competing computational objectives (namely, four n-Queens problems).
The ideas proposed herein are drawn from free-market economies, which are incred-
ibly complex systems that are optimally controlled in a decentralized manner. In a
free-market economy, scarce societal resources are distributed based on the local in-
teractions of buyers and sellers who obey the laws of supply and demand. Recently,
researchers have begun to utilize market-based concepts for the control or optimization
of complex systems, most often in the realm of computer architecture where a market
analogy is useful for modeling the allocation of system resources such as memory or
network bandwidth [Clearwater 1996]. Perhaps the greatest benefit of market-based
optimization is that it yields a Pareto-optimal solution. A Pareto-optimal market is one
in which no market participant can reap the benefits of higher utility or profits without
causing harm to other participants when a resource allocation is changed [Mas-Colell
et al. 1995].

Conceptually, it would be somewhat trivial to develop a simple auction-based sys-
tem which could be used in a WSN to crudely assign scarce computational resources
(such as CPU cycles or data storage) to various computational tasks while attempting
to optimize a single computational objective (such as minimizing time to task comple-
tion). However, it is significantly more valuable to consider a more robust market-based
scheme that can optimally allocate resources in the midst of several additional compet-
ing and resource-related objectives, such as the minimization of wireless bandwidth
usage and battery consumption. In this study, we attempt to create this type of system
through the use of buyer and seller utilities. By embedding within each market agent
(i.e., wireless sensor) the desire to maximize an individual utility function, competing
goals can be settled through market means (supply and demand functions, price, etc).
The result is a Pareto-optimal allocation of scarce system resources.

In this study, we are particularly interested in three distinct (but possibly competing)
performance objectives: (O1) completing all required computational tasks as quickly
as possible, (O2) minimizing power consumed by the sensor network, and (O3) func-
tioning as robustly and as reliably as possible in the wake of limited communication
bandwidth and uncertain sensor performance. In order to measure the ability of the
market-based resource allocation framework to address these three objectives, four
performance metrics are created and utilized: (M1) the time required to complete each
task, (M2) the number of wireless transmissions required to complete each task (which
would be directly correlated to overall energy usage by the wireless network), (M3)
the number of sensor failures encountered during each task, and (M4) the number of
communication failures encountered during each task.

4.1. Buyer/Seller Framework

As seen in Figure 4, the sellers in this market-based allocation technique can be defined
as the set of sensors in the wireless network not currently working on any computa-
tional task. These WSUs will be “selling” their computational abilities to a number of
buyers, represented by the set of sensors most recently added to each existing compu-
tational task (in this study, each n-Queen search problem). In order to simultaneously
address all three performance objectives (O1, O2, and O3) in a streamlined manner,
buyers and sellers focus on different goals. In this market, sellers work to minimize net-
work power consumption (O2). Because the wireless radio consumes significantly more
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Fig. 4. Buyer/seller distinction for market-based task assignment.

power than any other WSU hardware component [Lynch et al. 2004], sellers gain utility
by minimizing the number of wireless communications required to complete each task.
Buyers, on the other hand, work both to minimize the overall time spent computing
(O1) and to maximize sensor and communication reliability (O3). Thus, buyers gain
utility by minimizing CPU time required to complete each task and minimizing the
risk of lost CPU time due to sensor or communication failure.

4.2. Formulation Buyer-Side Utility Functions for WPSA

In light of this framework, it is now necessary to explicitly derive utility functions
associated with both buyers and sellers engaged in solving multiple combinatorial
optimization (CO) problems by WPSA. These utility functions will govern whether or
not a buyer for a given CO problem will place a bid on the services of a seller and which
buyer, if any, a seller will sell its computing services to. On the buyer side, a utility
function, UB, can be intuitively thought of as the total amount of time a computational
task saves by adding an additional processing node, and can therefore be defined as
follows.

UB = tS − aB · tSF − βB · tCF , (3)

where tS, tSF , tCF are time values and aB and βB are weighting factors, as defined in
detail below.

4.2.1. Formulation of tS. For any computational task, the value of tS represents the
expected decrease in computation time required to complete the task brought about
by the addition of one processor to those processors currently working on the CO
problem. While there is often no way to directly formulate an analytical expression
for this value, a trend can be established by looking at the average amount of time it
takes a task to complete from a given point in its computation while utilizing a given
number of processors. In the case of a combinatorial optimization task like n-Queens
being solved using the WPSA algorithm, tS can be expressed as the difference between
the average time, tavg(PSA, TSSA), required to complete a CO problem where PSA nodes
are currently computing at temperature steps up to TSSA, and the average time,
tavg(PSA + 1, TSSA + 1), required to complete the same task where PSA + 1 nodes are
computing at temperature steps up to TSSA + 1.

tS = tavg(PSA + 1, TSSA + 1) − tavg(PSA, TSSA). (4)
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Fig. 5. For the 100-Queens problem, (a) experimentally collected time to completion data and (b) analytical
fit for tS.

Table I. Coefficients for
Calculating tS

Number of Queens(CSA)
25 50 75 100

a 0.0 1.0 8.0 20.0
b 12.3 35.9 73.5 126.9
c 13.0 23.0 27.0 29.5
d 8.3 19.7 39.5 63.4

Using data gathered over a large number of experimental trials run on a given WSU
platform, Figure 5(a) shows the amount of time, tavg(PSA, TSSA), required for a given
number of processors to solve the 100-Queens problem when the first node in the WPSA
chain is at a given temperature step and no processors are allowed to rejoin the task
once they’ve completed their assigned search. This data can be used to empirically
determine a relationship between the number of processors currently working on a
100-Queen problem (PSA), the lowest SA temperature step being searched (TSSA), and
the amount of time saved from the addition of a processor (tS), as seen in Figure 5(b).
It is found that the relationship between tS and TSSA is independent of PSA, and thus
can be approximated by an easily computable algebraic function.

tS(TSSA) = a + b − a
1 + e0.5·(T SSA−c)

− (b − d) · e1−T SSA, (5)

where the values for a, b, c, and d are specific to each task complexity, CSA, and are
tabulated in Table I. The quality of the analytical fit provided by this function for the
100-Queens problem can also be seen in Figure 5(b). Fits of similar quality can be
found for all other problem complexities considered in this study (namely, 25-Queen,
50-Queen, and 75-Queen).

4.2.2. Formulation of tSF . The failure of a WSU could occur during the execution of a
computational task. For example, if a WSU fully depletes its battery, it will cease to
operate. In the WPSA computational method, if a wireless sensor fails, the continuity
of the WPSA search would be lost at and below the failed node. Therefore, the sensors
below the failed node would be reassigned starting with an assignment at the failed
node’s temperature step. Hence, the buyer must account for its exposure to the risks
associated with a failed WSU. Clearly, as the number of nodes working on a given CO
problem increase, the buyer’s exposure to the risk of a failed node increases.
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For any computational task, tSF represents the expected processing time lost due to
sensor failure brought about by the addition of one processor. Unlike tS, this quantity
can be derived analytically. Intuitively, if any sensor succumbs to either hardware or
software failure while it is involved in a WPSA task, all work done by the failed node,
as well as all nodes below it would be lost. As such, tSF can be expressed as the amount
of time required for the newly added processor to complete its required NSA search
iterations multiplied by the probability that either it or any one of the pSA processors
above it in the search chain succumbs to sensor failure. Analytically, this value can be
expressed as

tSF(PSA, NSA, pSS) =
(

1 −
PSA+1∏

c=1

pSS

∣∣∣∣
environment

)
· t(NSA), (6)

where t(NSA) is the average time required for one sensor to complete NSA search
iterations and pSS is the probability that a given sensor completes its NSA search
iterations without failing. This value is dependent on the wireless sensor platform
being used, but is typically quite high (>0.95).

The probability of a failed sensor should reflect the real-time state of the WSU.
For example, if a battery source is getting low, the probability that the sensor node
will complete its tasks reduces. Hence, pSS could vary during the execution of the
computational task. In this study, pSS, is assumed fixed in order to simplify the analysis.
As such, we can write

PSA+1∏
c=1

pSS

∣∣∣∣environment = pPSA+1
SS . (7)

4.2.3. Formulation of tCF . For any computational task, tCF represents the expected pro-
cessing time lost due to communication failure brought about by the addition of one
processor. Like tSF , this quantity can also be derived analytically. If any sensor loses
communication with its parent for a prolonged time while it is involved in a WPSA
task (for example, if it becomes blocked by a physical impediment), any work done by
the failed node and all nodes below it would be lost. As such, tCF can be expressed as
the amount of time required for the newly added processor to complete NSA search
iterations multiplied by the probability that either it or any one of the PSA-1 processors
immediately above it in the search chain permanently loses parental communication.
The probability of failure of any chain of parent-child communication links is depen-
dent on the signal strength (RSSI) of each respective wireless communication link, c.
Clearly, as the RSSI goes down, the probability of a prolonged loss of communications
goes up. As such, an analytical value for tCF can be expressed as

tCF (PSA, NSA, RSSI, pCS) =
(

1 −
PSA∏
c=1

pCS

1 + e−0.4(40.0+RSSIc)

)
· t(NSA), (8)

where t(NSA) is as before and pCF is the probability that a given communication link
of perfect signal strength is not permanently destroyed during NSA search iterations.
Again, this value is dependent on the wireless sensor platform being used and the
environment in which it is deployed, but is usually also quite high (>0.9).

Having examined in more detail the derivation of tS, tSF , and tCF , it can now be
seen from Equation (3) that αB and βB are weighting parameters that allow a WSN to
prioritize between speedup (O1), communication reliability (O3), and sensor reliability
(O2). This type of weighting creates an extremely adaptable computing environment
that can change, in real-time, to shifting computing needs within a WSN.
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Fig. 6. For the 100-Queens problem, (a) experimentally collected communication data and (b) analytical fit
for bC .

4.3. Formulation of Seller-Side Utility Functions for WPSA

On the seller side of this market-based allocation procedure, a somewhat simpler utility
function, US, can be developed in a similar fashion to UB. Intuitively, seller utility can
be thought of as the total amount of additional power a computational task requires as a
result of adding an additional processing node. Since the majority of power consumption
in a wireless sensing device comes from the wireless radio (which, as stated before,
consumes significantly more power than a microcontroller), the seller can maximize its
utility by minimizing the amount of time the wireless network spends communicating.
As such, US can be defined as follows

US = −bC . (9)

4.3.1. Formulation of bC. For any CO problem, the value of bC represents the expected
increase in communicated bytes required to complete the task brought about by the
addition of one processor. Much like tS, there is often no way of directly formulating
an analytical expression for this value. As such, a trend can be established for any
computational task by looking at the average number of bytes communicated when a
task of complexity CSA converges on a solution from a given temperature step, TSSA,
with a given number of processors, PSA. Using data collected over a large number of
experimental trials, bC can be expressed as the difference between the average num-
ber of communicated bytes, bavg(PSA, TSSA), required to complete a search where PSA
nodes are currently searching up to temperature step TSSA and the average number
of communicated bytes, bavg(PSA + 1, TSSA + 1), required to complete a search where
PSA + 1 nodes are currently searching up to temperature step TSSA + 1.

bC = bavg(PSA + 1, TSSA + 1) − bavg(PSA, TSSA). (10)

Using experimentally gathered data, Figure 6(a) shows the amount of wireless com-
munication (in bytes), bavg(PSA, TSSA), required for a given number of processors to
solve the 100-Queens problem when the first node in the WPSA chain is at a given
temperature step and no processors are allowed to rejoin the task once they’ve com-
pleted their assigned search. This data can be used to determine a relationship between
the number of processors currently working on a 100-Queen problem (PSA), the lowest
SA temperature step being searched (TSSA), and the increase in wirelessly commu-
nicated bytes associated with the addition of one processor (bC). It is found that the
relationship between bC and TSSA , as seen in Figure 6(b), is independent of PSA, and
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Table II. Coefficients for Calculating bC

Number of Queens (CSA)
25 50 75 100

m1 5.00 10.20 15.30 22.25
n1 0.40 0.50 0.55 0.50
r1 13.00 24.40 28.00 30.25
m2 00.00 −.60 −2.00 −5.75
n2 0.00 0.40 0.40 0.25
r2 0.00 13.00 15.00 20.00
m3 1.75 1.75 1.80 2.50
n3 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.70
r3 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
q 0.00 0.20 1.20 2.50

thus can be approximated by an easily computable algebraic function.

bC(TSSA) =
3∑

i=1

[
mi − mi

1 + eni ·(ri−T SSA)

]
+ q, (11)

where values for m, n, r, and q are specific to each task complexity, CSA, and are
tabulated in Table II. The quality of the analytical fit provided by this function for
the 100-Queens problem can also be seen in Figure 6(b). Fits of similar quality can be
found for all other problem complexities.

4.4. Wireless Task Assignment Algorithm

Having developed utility functions associated with both buyers and sellers, it is now
possible to create a methodology with which sensors in a WSN can buy and sell pro-
cessing time in order to create an optimal distribution of resources while successfully
completing multiple computational objectives (i.e., multiple n-Queen problems). By
expanding on the fundamental principles of an auction, the following procedure is
developed.

(1) All sensing units not currently computing will broadcast their availability to the
network (as market sellers).

(2) The wireless sensors having most recently joined each existing computational task
(market buyers) will calculate UB based on the computational task they are working
on, and submit a bid of UB to each available market seller if UB > 0.

(3) Market sellers will calculate US based on each proposed computational job offer
(bid) they receive, and will wait for a short period of time for other bids to be
received.

(4) Once all bids have been received, market sellers will calculate their expected profit
from each proposed job using a market power/speed exchange rate (γM) that rep-
resents the minimum number of seconds of computational speedup that must be
gained in order to warrant an additional byte of communication.

profit = UB + γM · US. (12)
(5) Market sellers will choose the bid that generates the greatest non-negative profit,

and will join the corresponding computational task.

Using this algorithm, computational assignments will be distributed throughout the
network in such a way that the overall utility of the market is maximized. By default,
this methodology works to maximize the speed with which a set of computational tasks
can be completed. But because of the addition of the weighting parameters, αB, βB,
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and γM, the resulting framework is also capable of optimally adapting, in real-time,
to shifting computing needs or resource limitations within a wireless network. For
example, assume a computing task surfaces where quality communication channels are
absolutely essential. Without any reprogramming of the sensing network, the network
can reassign a larger βB value in order to reflect the added emphasis on avoiding
communication failure. Similarly, αB can be used to emphasize sensor reliability and
γM to stress power savings.

It is important to note that in this paper, a single-hop communication architecture
is assumed for broadcasting purposes, where all wireless nodes are within communi-
cation range of at least one other node. That said, the conceptual framework proposed
herein for distributing network resources across multiple computational tasks can be
easily extended to multi-hop networks where broadcasts can propagate from one side of
a network to the other through flooding or other similar approaches. However, before
implementing the proposed algorithm within a multi-hop network, certain energy-
related aspects of multi-hop broadcasting would have to be considered in the design of
the buyer and seller utility functions described above. Specifically, because a multi-hop
broadcast consumes significantly more energy than a single-hop broadcast, the broad-
cast itself would factor into the calculation of the seller-side communication utility, bC .
More critically, in energy or communication-critical applications with high values of γM
and/or βB, using a flooding protocol may actually negate all of the bandwidth or energy
saving benefits of implementing this market-based procedure in the first place.

5. EXPERIMENTAL TESTBED AND RESULTS

In order to validate the market-based task assignment methodology proposed in this
study, the four performance metrics (M1 through M4) outlined in Section 4 are eval-
uated using a network of wireless sensing prototypes. To this end, both the WPSA al-
gorithm (Section 3.2.2) and the market-based task assignment algorithm (Section 4.4)
are embedded within a network of 20 Narada wireless sensors [Swartz et al. 2005].
The Narada sensor, developed at the University of Michigan, has a low-power 8-bit
Atmel Atmega128 microcontroller (which consumes 20mA of current with a 5V supply
voltage) at its computing core. To create adequate space for data storage and analysis,
the Atmega128’s 4kB of built-in SRAM is supplemented by 128kB of external memory
using a Cypress CY621218B SRAM chip. For data collection, the Narada is equipped
with a 4-channel 16-bit Texas Instruments ADS8341 ADC, capable of sampling at up to
100kHz. Finally, the Chipcon CC2420 IEEE 802.15.4 compliant wireless radio, which
is capable of data transfer rates as high as 250kbps, is chosen for scalable wireless
communication between sensors. Further detail regarding the Narada wireless sensor
is provided in Figure 7.

5.1. Performance Evaluation—Computational Speed

The first performance metric evaluated, M1 (time to completion), involves the ability of
the proposed market-based resource allocation method to improve the speed with which
multiple computational objectives can be completed within a wireless network. Specif-
ically, we will show that for a given wireless network size (between 4 and 20 nodes),
the market-based allocation method can pareto-optimally assign available processors
to four competing computational tasks.

In order to evaluate this metric, four combinatorial optimization tasks of varying
complexity (i.e., 25-Queens, 50-Queens, 75-Queens, and 100-Queens problems) are
randomly assigned to four available Narada wireless sensors. Each of these four sen-
sors then becomes the “master” node in the search chain associated with their given
n-Queens task (performing a WPSA search at temperature T0). After these initial as-
signments have been made, a pool of additional processing nodes (containing between
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Fig. 7. (a) Close-up of a Narada wireless sensing prototype, (b) a network of Narada wireless sensors, and
(c) a schematic representation of Narada’s core components.

0 and 16 Narada wireless sensors) is made readily available for computational use. At
this point, the market-based bidding process begins with each of the four master nodes
bidding on the computational services of the additional sensing nodes, and resource
allocation proceeds as described in Section 4. If a master node finishes the WPSA
search at its assigned temperature step without finding a global minimum, it will pass
its “master” status on to its child, making itself once again available for computation
on any of the four computational tasks. Similarly, if a global minimum is reached, all
nodes will be released to join computation on any of the remaining tasks. Because we
are strictly evaluating computational speedup, αB, βB, and γM are all set to zero in
this test setup. As seen in Equation (3) and Equation (10), this allows us to negate the
impact of wireless bandwidth (bC) and communication/sensor reliability (tCF and tSF)
by isolating computational speed (tS) in the utility function calculations. A sample time
history record of one of these resource allocation runs is shown in Figure 8. It can been
seen that while the majority of the nodes initially flock to the most computationally
difficult task, the resource distribution shifts over time to accommodate changes in the
tradeoffs between each task’s remaining needs.

In order to begin evaluating the speedup performance of the proposed market-based
task distribution methodology, it is first necessary to establish a benchmark against
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Fig. 8. Resource allocation over time, for a network of 16 Narada nodes computing four simultaneously
assigned computational tasks (25 Queens, 50 Queens, 75 Queens, and 100 Queens).

which to compare timing results. In order for the market-based method to be proven
effective, it must be shown that a WSN utilizing the proposed method is capable of
completing the four assigned tasks at least as quickly as if an optimal number of
processors had been assigned a priori to each task at the outset of computation. In the
a priori case, a static subset of processors remain with a given task throughout the
entirety of its computation. Even a certain amount of degradation in computing speed
with respect to this type of a priori optimization may serve to validate the market-based
method, as the scalability and failure tolerance of real-time task assignment greatly
outweighs any small time savings when dealing with full-scale deployments in harsh
field settings; specifically, a priori assignment of tasks can quickly become suboptimal
in the wake of sensor failure. Note also that quality a priori task distributions become
exponentially more difficult to calculate as additional tasks or processors are added.

Experimental data is gathered using Narada networks ranging in size from 4
to 20 sensors. In each experimental instance, the WSN is asked to solve all four
n-Queens problems. In total, each experimental instance is run three times. Figure 9
compares the experimental market-based performance against the performance of an
a priori resource allocation scheme with respect to the total time required for each
sensor network to complete all assigned tasks. It can be seen from this plot that the
market-based task distribution method performs as well, if not better than an a priori
assignment of tasks. Note that there is inherent scatter in the market-based results,
as the SA algorithm itself fluctuates somewhat in its speed to convergence. But on
average, it can be seen that the proposed market-based method actually performs
better than an a priori distribution.

5.2. Performance Evaluation—Wireless Bandwidth Usage

Having confirmed the ability of the proposed resource allocation algorithm to optimize
the speed with which multiple computational tasks can be completed within a WSN
of a given size, it becomes necessary to evaluate the second of Section 4’s performance
metrics, M2 (number of transmissions). This metric involves the ability of the proposed
method to create a Pareto-optimal resource distribution which allows for a controlled
balance between computational speed and wireless bandwidth usage. In order to
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Fig. 9. Time required to complete four distinct n-Queens problems using both market-based and a priori
resource assignment methods versus number of WSU nodes in sensing network.

evaluate this metric, the same four n--Queens problems are assigned to a network
of 20 Narada wireless sensors, with parameters αB and βB set to zero. As seen in
Equation (3) and Equation (10), these parameter settings allow us to isolate wireless
bandwidth (bC) and computational speed (tS) while negating communication/sensor
reliability (tCF and tSF) in the utility function calculations. As before, the WSN is
asked to solve all four n-Queens problems in a large number of experimental trials,
each of which is conducted with a different value of γM (ranging from 0.00 to 0.07 and
representing increasing emphasis on wireless bandwidth consumption).

As seen in Figure 10, a distinct trade-off can be observed between the amount of
time required to complete all four tasks (10(a)) and the total amount of data trans-
mitted during the completion of these tasks (10(b)) as the value of γM is increased.
This is evidence that the market-based methodology proposed herein is sufficiently ex-
pressive that competing computational objectives such as computing speed and power
consumption can be effectively prioritized through the market exchange rate γM. It is
important to note that the transition region seen in Figure 10 (0.04 < γM < 0.06) is
dependent on the application-specific definitions of UB and US, and may change if this
allocation approach were to be applied to a different set of computational tasks or on a
different wireless platform. However, the sigmoidal nature of the US function (seen in
Equation (11)) will remain constant, and will inform the shape of the transition region
regardless of the application.

Another consideration with respect to network power consumption is whether or not
the allocation scheme’s communication overhead plays strongly into the overall energy
requirements of the network. While this is a valid concern, and may play a vital role
in future research in this area, the algorithmic energy overhead in this application
scenario was found to be negligible relative to the amount of power consumed by
communication in the WPSA algorithm (which is considered in Figure 10). However, it
is important to note that in networks with a significantly greater number of wireless
nodes, the impact of the proposed algorithm’s overhead on overall energy consumption
may restrict some of the benefits associated with the ad-hoc nature of the proposed
methodology.

5.3. Performance Evaluation—Sensor Reliability

The third performance metric to be evaluated, M3 (number of sensor failures), involves
the ability of the proposed market-based method to create a distribution of resources
which allows for a Pareto-optimal balance between computational speed and risk of
sensor failure. Because the risk of sensor failure in the WPSA algorithm is directly
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Fig. 10. (a) Time and (b) amount of wireless communication required to complete four computational tasks
using both market-based and a priori resource assignment methods vs. weighting parameter γM.

correlated to the size of the WPSA computational chains, this metric can be evaluated
by viewing the trade-off between time to completion and WPSA computational chain
size. As such, the same four n-Queens problems are assigned to the network of
20 Narada wireless sensors, with parameters γM and βB set to zero. As seen in
Equation (3) and Equation (10), these parameter settings allow us to isolate sensor
reliability (tSF) and computational speed (tS) while negating communication reliability
and wireless bandwidth (tCF and bC) in the utility function calculations. Then, in a
large number of experimental trials, the WSN is asked to solve all four n-Queens
problems with values of αB varying between 0 and 6, representing increasing emphasis
on time lost due to sensor failure.

As can be seen in Figure 11, a distinct trade-off can be observed between the amount
of time required to complete all four tasks (11(a)) and both the maximum length (11(b))
and the average length (11(c)) of the WPSA computational chains formed to solve
the n-Queens problems, as the value of αB is increased. The fact that the chain size
decreases and the time to completion increases with higher values of αB is evidence that
the market-based methodology is effectively and autonomously prioritizing between
computing speed and risk of sensor failure.

5.4. Performance Evaluation—Communication Reliability

The last performance metric to be evaluated, M4 (number of communication failures),
involves the ability of the proposed market-based method to create a distribution of
resources which allows for a Pareto-optimal balance between computational speed and
risk of communication failure. As with metric M3, because the risk of communication
failure in the WPSA algorithm is directly correlated to the size of the WPSA compu-
tational chains, this metric can be evaluated by viewing the trade-off between time
to completion and WPSA computational chain size. Again, the same four n-Queens
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Fig. 11. (a) Time required, (b) maximum WPSA chain size reached, and (c) average WPSA chain size required
to complete four computational tasks on 20 WSUs using market-based and a priori resource assignment while
varying weighting parameter αB.

problems are assigned to a network of 20 Narada wireless sensors, with parameters γM
and αB set to zero. As seen in Equation (3) and Equation (10), these parameter settings
allow us to isolate communication reliability (tCF) and computational speed (tS) while
negating sensor reliability and wireless bandwidth (tSF and bC) in the utility function
calculations. Then, a large number of experimental trials are executed with the WSN
being asked to solve all four n-Queens problems with values of βB varying between 0
and 10, representing increasing emphasis on time lost due to communication failure.

In the communication case, however, the risk of failure is also directly correlated
with the signal strength of a given wireless connection (quantified by the RSSI value of
the sensor-to-sensor link). As such, metric M4 can also be evaluated by looking at the
trade-off between the overall computational speed of the network and any bias that
is placed on communication between pairs of wireless nodes with strong wireless con-
nections. Therefore, a separate measure, or utilization ratio, is defined and calculated
for each experimental trial. Intuitively, this ratio can be thought of as a measure of
the relationship between a wireless node’s signal strength and how often it is utilized
in computation. In running this set of experimental trails, the radio on each Narada
wireless sensor is programmed to output with a signal strength proportional to its unit
number (between 1 and 99). This way, a measure of signal strength bias can be calcu-
lated for each experimental trial by plotting the amount of computation a given WSU
performs (in percentage of time) versus the unit number of that WSU (i.e., its relative
radio signal strength). Using this plot, a linear regression can be drawn through the
resulting points, and the slope of this line can be used to quantify the utilization ratio,
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Fig. 12. Plots showing example utilization ratio calculation (via linear regression) for experimental cases
where (a) βB = 2.0 and (b) βB = 8.0.

or the change in WSU utilization divided by the change in RSSI. An example of this
concept is illustrated graphically in Figure 12. Note that in order to more clearly show
the linear regression, 10 sensors are used with low unit numbers (between 1 and 15),
and 10 sensors are used with high unit numbers (between 60 and 100).

As can be seen in Figure 13, a distinct trade-off can be observed between the amount
of time required to complete all four tasks (13(a)) and both the maximum length (13(b))
and the average length (13(c)) of the corresponding WPSA computational chains, as the
value of βB is increased. Additionally, as βB is increased, it can also be seen through the
utilization ratio that increased preference is placed on sensors with better, more reliable
communications channels (13(d)). This is evidence that the market-based methodology
is effectively and autonomously prioritizing between computing speed and risk of com-
munication failure. Note that the concept of a utilization ratio loses meaning outside
of the proposed method, and thus there is no a priori data shown in Figure 13(d).

6. RUPTURE DETECTION IN SHIPBOARD CHILLED WATER SYSTEMS

Having laid the groundwork for the proposed market-based resource allocation method,
and having validated it using the n-Queens testbed, it is now important to demonstrate
how this approach to distributed resource allocation in wireless sensor networks is ap-
plied to a real-world monitoring scenario. As the U.S. Navy looks to improve its current
fleet of vessels through the application of intelligent sensing technology, wireless sens-
ing nodes will prove critical in not only reducing sensor installation and maintenance
costs, but also by allowing autonomous decision making to occur within the wireless
sensor network. This will help to minimize crew requirements while simultaneously
allowing system reconfiguration in the wake of battle damage, thereby improving ship
survivability. For example, in a naval environment the ability to detect distinct changes
in the operational condition (damaged versus undamaged, etc.) of an engineering plant
is extremely desirable. One critical engineering plant on naval ships is the shipboard
chilled water system; this system is critical for cooling mechanical and electrical equip-
ment. However, the chilled water system can experience ruptures and other forms of
damage during battle which can be difficult and/or time intensive to detect and locate
through visual inspection. However, analytical models of the ship-board chilled water
system can be used to describe system behavior for the autonomous identification of
damage. In this Section, a scenario is described in which the market-based resource
allocation techniques developed in this paper can be used to help detect ruptures
within a shipboard chilled water system by simultaneously updating multiple analyt-
ical models of the system. This example captures the salient features of the proposed
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Fig. 13. (a) Time required, (b) maximum WPSA chain size reached, (c) average WPSA chain size required,
and (d) utilization ratio observed while completing four computational tasks on 20 WSUs using market-based
and a priori resource assignment while varying weighting parameter βB.

market-based computational task assignment solution as it may apply to a realistic
problem encountered in practice.

6.1. Model Updating for the Detection of Pipe Rupture

Just as the WPSA algorithm was used to solve a set of n-Queens problems in Section 5 of
this paper, it can also be applied to model updating techniques that can be used to point
out damage in engineered systems such as pipe networks. Model updating methods,
in general, function by repeatedly updating unknown system parameters within an
analytical system model such that the analytical model’s output matches experimental
data collected by a set of sensors deployed within the physical system [Mottershead and
Friswell 1993]. This process is accomplished through the minimization of an objective
function using a combinatorial optimization approach such as WPSA.

Over time, if and when these updated analytical parameters change, they can often
serve as indicators of the onset, severity, and location of damage within the monitored
system. In general, performing model updating tasks on a low-capability device like a
wireless sensor can be extremely time-consuming, even when parallelized across many
wireless nodes. This is mainly due to the complexity of evaluating the objective function
value of each unique state generated in the combinatorial optimization search process.
As such, in real systems, it is often advantageous to simultaneously update multiple
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Fig. 14. Generic chilled water pipe network commonly found on naval combatant ships: models correspond-
ing to the (a) full-, (b) half-, and (c) quarter-systems.

simplistic models representing different subsystems residing within the globally mon-
itored system rather than struggle with the complexity of a single global analytical
model. To this end, Figure 14 displays three different models of a generic ship chilled
water system. Figure 14(a) represents the entire pipe network, while Figures 14(b) and
14(c) each represent a different subsystem of the global network. When analyzed si-
multaneously (and independently), rupture damage taking place in one of two locations
within the global chilled water network can be identified.

6.2. Application of the Market-Based Task Assignment Algorithm

Much like in the four n-Queens problems used as a testbed in Section 5, the three models
displayed in Figure 14 can serve as three optimization tasks of varying complexity
which can be solved using the WPSA algorithm. As such, they form a perfect application
for the market-based task assignment algorithm developed in this study. In order
to prove this point, time-to-completion data for each of these WPSA problems was
gathered over a large number of experimental trial runs on the Narada platform. As
with the n-Queens problems examined earlier in this study, this data can be used
to empirically determine a relationship between the amount of time (tS) saved by
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Fig. 15. Experimentally collected time savings data for (a) quarter pipe network, (b) half pipe network, and
(c) full pipe network. Also, (d) coefficients for calculating tS.

the addition of a processor to a computational task and the lowest assigned WPSA
temperature step (TSSA). This relationship can be seen graphically in Figures 15(a),
15(b), and 15(c). Again, as with the n-Queens problems, it is found that the relationship
between tS and TSSA can be approximated by an easily computable algebraic function.

tS(TSSA) = (a1 − a2) + β − a1

1 + eλ2·(T SSA−δ1)
− (β − γ ) · eλ1.(1−T SSA) + a2

1 + eλ3·(T SSA−δ2)
, (13)

where the values for α1, α2, β, γ, δ1, δ2, λ1, λ2, and λ3 are specific to each task complexity,
CSA, and are tabulated in Figure 15(d). The quality of the analytical fits provided by
this function for each of the pipe networks can also be seen in Figures 15(a)–15(c).

It is interesting to note that the computational requirements of the model updating
problem described above grow exponentially with the complexity of the pipe network.
As such, the benefits of decomposing a difficult problem (the full-network model update)
into smaller, more easily computed components (the half- and quarter-network updates)
can be clearly seen. In order to evaluate the proposed market-based scheme using
this model updating testbed, the proposed algorithm is used to distribute available
computational resources amongst three model updating tasks (one half-network and
two quarter-network model updates).

Using networks ranging in size from 3 to 25 wireless sensors, these three model
updating problems are solved multiple times. A sample time history record of one
of these resource allocation runs, where the three tasks are distributed amongst
20 wireless sensors, is shown in Figure 16. It can been seen that while the majority
of the nodes initially flock to the most computationally difficult task (the half-network
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Fig. 16. Resource allocation over time, for a network of 20 Narada nodes computing three simultaneously
assigned computational tasks (one half-network and two quarter-network model updates).

Fig. 17. Time required to complete three distinct pipe network model updating problems using both market-
based and a priori resource assignment methods versus number of WSU nodes in sensing network.

problem), the resource distribution shifts over time to accommodate changes in the
trade-offs between each task’s remaining needs.

Furthermore, Figure 17 compares the performance of the market-based method
against the performance of an a priori resource allocation scheme with respect to
the total time required for each sensor network to complete all assigned tasks. It can
be seen from this plot that, on average, the market-based task distribution method
performs as well, if not better than an a priori assignment of tasks, even when applied
to a complex real-world problem like pipe rupture detection.
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7. CONCLUSION

This study proposes a market-based method of optimally allocating scarce system
resources (such as battery power, data storage capacity, CPU time, wireless band-
width, etc.) amongst a set of multiple computational objectives within a WSN. In this
buyer/seller framework, available wireless sensors (sellers) are distributed amongst
multiple computational tasks (buyers) through a utility-driven bidding process. Be-
cause buyers and sellers in this market gain utility in different ways (buyers by
maximizing speed and reliability and sellers by minimizing power consumption), a
Pareto-optimal allocation of scarce resources can be reached while completing a set of
multiple computational objectives as quickly as possible.

When evaluating the proposed resource allocation algorithm on a physical network
of wireless sensor prototypes, it is found that this method allows a set of multiple
computational tasks to be completed as quickly as if an optimal number of sensors
were assigned a priori to each computational task at the outset of computation. This
property is extremely advantageous, especially as the number of computational tasks
and/or available processors increases. Additionally, through the use of three weighting
parameters (αB, βB, and γM), this market-based method is shown to be capable of effec-
tively and autonomously shifting network priority from one performance objective to
another, thereby offering a flexible framework where scarce resources can be optimally
consumed in the midst of competing resource-based objectives. Lastly, by showing how
this market-based allocation methodology can be applied to the problem of rupture
detection within shipboard chilled water systems, the real-world applicability of the
proposed method is demonstrated.
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